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Dr Jacque Fresco PhD in human factors engineering ?

Please click the link below and listen to Larry King introduce dr Jacque Fresco PhD in human factors
engineering:

Jacque Fresco allowing us to believe he has a PhD CLICK ME

What I find very interesting here is Jacque Fresco is a self-educated man, he has no purported academic
education or degrees, masters degrees, or PhD’s given in his resume or public statements.

It is fact that Jacque Fresco is not a doctor, and he most certainly does not have a doctorate in human factors
engineering.

Now some of you may say this is Larry Kings fault and his poor researchers, but I say this: where did the
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researchers get that information from ? .

When you research a person you usually find documents they have produced, you get in touch with their team
and call them personally for a biography to use.

Jacque even uses that specific study field [human factors engineering] to this very day, see the upcoming
lecture flyer he is giving in Cancun January 2010.

Futurist Jacque Fresco’s background includes industrial design and social engineering, as well as
being a forerunner in the field of Human Factors.

Taken from here:

http://www.greatmystery.org/events/cancun2012faculty.html

So you can see Jacque has an affinity with that subject, and perhaps likes the idea people relate it with him,
even though he has no formal education in it,  just mere similarities in direction.

So please decide what you think, I have just provided you with what I have seen in Jacques own materials, if
you disagree or agree with it that is your choice.
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~ by anticultist on January 18, 2010.

Posted in Jacque Fresco, Resource Based Economy, The Zeitgeist Movement, Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: futurism, hoax, Jacque Fresco, politics, resource based economy, scam, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement

29 Responses to “Dr Jacque Fresco PhD in human factors engineering ?”

1. “All propaganda has to be popular and has to adapt its spiritual level to the perception of the least intelligent of those towards whom it intends
to direct itself.” -Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

 Sidney Martinez said this on January 18, 2010 at 1:49 am | Reply

2. I’m still wondering how he got to Peter Joseph because i don’t think before the first Zeitgeist movie that he supported TVP. I could be wrong
though but as i understand i he only joinned them after the fact.

 Sidney Martinez said this on January 18, 2010 at 1:51 am | Reply

3. Peter stated in a radio broadcast he was introduced to Jacques work, and he had never heard of him or it, by the guy who produced this video:

Future by Design, a William Gazecki Film

He then got in touch with him for his second movie .

 anticultist said this on January 18, 2010 at 1:54 am | Reply

4. What does that prove?

[anticultist]It suggests Jacque may be a liar

Larry King (the interviewer) made an error about Fresco having a PHD. so what?

[anticultist]
Dont be ridiculous, if you bothered to look up human factors engineering , which you clearly have not , you will see it is what
jacque claims to do. Why would Larry King make up a PhD for Jacque in a similar field of study ?
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He just happened to make a mistake? Are you serious ?

Think about it a bit longer and you will see what might have happened, it could have been pre fabricated, ie bullshitted and given
to Larry by Jacque/Roxanne or Don.
School yourself.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_factors_engineering

This proves nothing. He was on live TV and maybe didn’t want to interupt Larry King. The clip you link also only runs for a very

short while and does not show whther he says anything about it later or not.

[anticultist] full clip here:

http://www.youtube.com/user/ZeitgeistOradea#p/c/973C488914791300
not a sign of him saying its fabricated, enjoy

 Gordon said this on January 18, 2010 at 4:57 am | Reply

5. In fact, most of the items on Fresco’s resume http://www.thevenusproject.com/jacque-fresco/resume
are difficult to verify as there are no dates and locations cited. Places he claimed to have worked for such as Raymond De-Icer Corporation
and Rotor Craft Helicopter Company are either no longer in existence or have never existed in the first place. I am not saying that he made it

up, but it just can’t be verified.

 gillian said this on January 18, 2010 at 5:53 am | Reply

funny that is’nt it ?

Someone with so many amazing claims, and hardly anything can be factually proven, with dates, times, places and evidence.

You could be excused for thinking he had made it up.

There is certainly no doubt he has written books, made appearances on videos though.
And his drawings and models are real.

 anticultist said this on January 18, 2010 at 5:56 am | Reply

Actually, I have verified that neither of those companies have ever existed. A few months ago I had a long email discussion with
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Jascque’s rite hand lady (i guess) Ms.Meadows. I found that Mr.Fresco claims both the de-icer company, and the rotor craft company
were in LA. I called the LA city Tax and Finance board to verify a business license for either of those companies. The woman I spoke
with confirmed that there has never been a business license leased for either the De-Icer company, OR the Rotor Craft company, nor has
there been similar names in their records. His Resume is FULL of lies.

 Joe said this on June 20, 2010 at 6:44 pm | Reply

wow astounding Joe !

I wonder if we could get this evidence officially posted here to make it rock solid ?

Any way you could do that ?

Get it in writing from them officially or something ?

 anticultist said this on June 20, 2010 at 8:14 pm

http://www.rotorcraftleasing.net/home.htm

There is only this company which deals with helicopter leasing.

And there is that famous photograph of Jacque Fresco standing on his lawn in front of a helicopter.

I think he leased a helicopter and is making out like he worked for the company, he cant even fly one haha

 anticultist said this on June 20, 2010 at 8:24 pm

6. It seems pretty obvious that Jacque, for some reason or another did not correct Larry when he very easily could have, and probably should
have. You can speculate on what the reason is all day, but that doesn’t make it anything more than speculation. This one isolated incident is not
enough evidence to heavily weigh on Jacque’s character to any significant degree. Maybe in a moment of bad judgement he thought ‘if I don’t
correct him, more people will take my ideas seriously’, he is passionate about them. Maybe he willfully had Roxanne provide Larry King’s
people with false information. Maybe he was just nervous to be on television and did a dumb thing.

None of this negates the foundational basis of his work and his ideas. More than anything Jacque is promoting a train of thought based on the

fact that science is the best method we have of understanding the world around us, it has, when applied to technology, been outstandingly
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successful at creating increasingly functional designs of everything from cars to computers to everything you can think of. Why not also apply
this method to our social design? Science is a way to understand how things work, and how to make them work better.

No amount of character bashing can change the empirical solidity of that line of reasoning.

 aaron moritz said this on January 18, 2010 at 6:01 am | Reply

You call it character bashing , I call it pointing out details people ignore about the man, I think science is fine if you use it, but Jacque
does not, he does drawings and talks about sciences possibilities, there are distinct differences.
I am not against things being better, but Jacque is not making things better by talking stories.

sidenote*
There are messages here I am not approving from his fans that belong on the ZM forum, if you wanna discuss this take it there in a

thread, I am not interested in you all defending him to the death. The fact remains there are discrepencies in his character and his claims
that need addressing somewhere, they would not be allowed on your forum so they are here.

 anticultist said this on January 18, 2010 at 4:02 pm | Reply

7. Have you thought to ask him before going on your tirade to discredit the man?

Makes me wonder what your motive with this site is if you cannot even do basic research!

Sorry!

 Joseph Matthew said this on January 18, 2010 at 2:01 pm | Reply

Ask him ?

Why dont you guys ask him, thats not my job, I could not care less why he did it, but I do know he did do it.

 anticultist said this on January 18, 2010 at 4:03 pm | Reply

8. frescos silence in that interview was so loud my ears were bleeding. and all the excuses made on his behalf are simply hillarious. how can
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everyone so quickly jump to his defence on this. he could practically get away with murder and all the zeitgeist members would still try and
rationalise it and make him out to be the victim. this is crazy.

at any moment he could have just said ‘im sorry im going to have to correct you there, i dont have a phd, i just like to talk a lot.’ and larry king
would have laughed and so would the audience and there would have been some banter and it would have carried on. there was no reason, i

repeat, no reason at all why he couldnt have said something when he was said to have a phd.

and as for the research, they have to have gotten it from somewhere. my guess is he was looking for a leg up because he was nervous about
being in the spotlight and thought that people would listen to him if he sounded like he was qualified. because most people when they hear a
doctor on a talk show, listen very carefully and take their time. but when people hear some random guy on a talk show talking about the future
simply say, what a load of bull.

 finaldrive163 said this on January 19, 2010 at 8:49 pm | Reply

9. If the only thing you read here is that people are defending him, then my guess is that you are reading into it what you want to see.

Most people are saying “not enough information” but if you have a smear agenda, then I guess that comes across as a defense.

I’m not going to bother posting here anymore, because it is clear the moderator is not interested in discussion; only to espouse his point of view
and delete those who make valid contrary points.

You cannot have honest debate if you filter rational comments that disagree with you.

Moderator: show your true colors, and post this.

EDIT ANTICULTIST:
Joseph while I value you have an opinion, please let me show you the page where I lay out the way it runs here:

http://anticultist.wordpress.com/about/

Now if you look at the bold print I clearly lay out, that this place is for an alternative opinion which is generally locked,

deleted or outright shouted over on the zm forum.

So I know you wish to have a debate about it, but this is not the place.

This is a repository for alternative views about your movement, I do not mind you all talking about it on your own
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pages or your own blogs, but I will be very honest with you here.

Most of the replies I get here are just bashing of people making posts, and outright propaganda in favour of the vp
that exists on the forum.

Now if you guys came back with valid counter claims with research and links and proofs, then perhaps matters would

be different, but thats just not how the repliers generally operate.

Look I have allowed this so I can tell you in all honesty that this is not the zeitgeist forum, hopefully that is polite

enough for you to apreciate.

As a reminder I am simply keeping this place free of the zeitgeist forums fights

 Joseph Matthew said this on January 20, 2010 at 4:09 am | Reply

10. Peter Joseph is apparently trying to emulate Jacque, in an interview from around Z Day, the hosts called him “Dr. Peter Joseph” twice without

being corrected.

Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

Doctorate in what, playing the marimba?

 anon said this on March 19, 2010 at 5:32 am | Reply

hahahaha great find, what a bunch of fake bastards.

 anticultist said this on March 19, 2010 at 9:55 am | Reply

Peter: “No I had no intention for that awareness to be sparked when i first started that project” — Absolute bullshit

 Shane Nolan said this on March 19, 2010 at 8:17 pm

Peter is against credentialism, Jacque is against credentialism, yet here we have them allowing false credentialism in their own names in

both instances. The hypocrisy of their silence is quite unnerving, someone really ought to let the host of the show know his mistake, but in
all reality Peter should never have allowed this to occur.

Like father like son.
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 anticultist said this on March 20, 2010 at 3:53 pm | Reply

11. And here we have evidence of Peter Joseph Merolas self admitted lack of credentials, he states he dropped out of college in his second year

due to debt issues he was unhappy about.

So its pretty obvious he holds no PhD from his own admittance.

WATCH ME

 anticultist said this on March 20, 2010 at 7:48 pm | Reply

12. Okay, I watched that whole interview with Larry King and noticed the doctor label too… He should have definitely corrected him. And to hear

Peter Joseph do the same thing in his interview as they both put down those with credentials is funny to me. Too funny. But yeah – like
grandfather, like grandson. I think that’s what you meant. If someone was interviewing me and said something wrong or incorrect about me, I

would be trying to correct that person rather it makes me look good or bad – period. It’s a matter of ethics. Peter Joseph can put himself in a

philosophical bubble and say that “ethics” is an empty word, but I’m not going for it. This is all seems unethical and hypocritical. I wouldn’t see
why they would just admit to being self-taught, with that honesty and how intelligent they present themselves to be, you would think that would

be impressive alone – at least with that honesty, they could have been taken a bit seriously. Especially Jacque Fresco, he could have corrected
Larry King and talked about what’s in his resume. I would still be impressed if he did that as he went along to explain how we should redesign

our culture. I just don’t see a reasonable defense for this. Excuses would come weird like “well back in the 70′s, people use to call each other
doctors (doc) like people call each other sir” or something like that. I just don’t see how this miscommunication could have form – if that was

the case. As far as the researchers goes, if they knew that Jacque Fresco was going to be interviewed by Larry King, you would think that they

would have the common sense to ask Jacque Fresco directly about himself instead of hyping it up by assuming he was a doctor indirectly. If
anything was retracted about this, please point me to it. I’ve personally stopped listening to Peter Joseph around January of this year on his

radio shows. If I was to ask Jacque Fresco why he didn’t correct Larry King back in the 70′s about this, he probably wouldn’t be able to
remember exactly what I’m talking about since he’s 94 years old now. That’s not an insult. So… yeah. But as the Zeitgeist Movement

continues, I wouldn’t be surprised to find out that he gets an honorary doctorate from some school based in Florida – where the Venus Project

is.

But here’s a thought, do you think Larry King made up the PHD thing to make his show look more interesting? I mean, back in the 70′s, I don’t

think he was as popular as he is today.

Just a thought. Either way, there was no correction.
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 BranManFloMore said this on April 30, 2010 at 12:56 am | Reply

Dr. Peter Joseph, Proctologist

 Sky said this on May 12, 2010 at 5:36 am | Reply

13. No no no… he goes by Peter Joseph Merola Esquire silly:

http://www.google.com/#hl=en&source=hp&q=Peter+Joseph+Merola+Esquire&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&oq=&gs_rfai=&fp=2b370e5802d156c3

 BranManFloMore said this on May 12, 2010 at 3:42 pm | Reply

14. PJs works on the films and depth of research in them is in a single word bacheloresque. Its good research at the very shallow level but riddled
with mistakes that real experts would never make.

Its a lot like watching somebody name off states of matter. If they only go for 3, you know the science class that last stuck was gradeschool. If

they include plasma, you can bet that they made it
through high school or maybe even into college.

If they fail to mention white dwarf matter, singularities, or possible areas of stability for the periodic table of the elements
in much higher gravities, then you know (if you know that material) that the persons knowledge on the subject clearly didn’t

get into college material.

Same thing. Only a person whos an expert can pick it out. Only a person who really has studied world religions in depth can see both the truth
in his presentation and then point to ten utter breakdowns in logic and depth and research in that same presentation.

PJ and JF know this, and thats why they always alienate experts..
the con game relies upon them playing god with bachelors level knowledge above the ordinary person. But now i can play god above them with

all of those Virtual Doctorates. But i’m not a jerk in that i don’t have any urge to play god. Theres the difference.

Also, regarding atheism; in fact neither PJ nor JF are atheists.
They are anti-religion trolls. there is a difference, but you’d have to be a real atheist to appreciate it.

Its about the same thing tho as the guy i spot wearing a pentacle
on the street and a t-shirt that says “I’m a witch.” If i ask him what the points of the pentagram represent and he can’t answer, thats him flunking
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witch ABCs. He can fool all of his buddies on the school bus, and he can play at buffy the vampire slayer hocus pocus all he likes, but hes not a

witch, hes a poser with a con game. The only people who are fooled are by definition ignorant.

 prometheuspan said this on May 13, 2010 at 12:10 am | Reply

15. Anonymous is still going hard:

(The Zeitgeist Movement: Credential Dishonesty)

Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 18, 2010 at 8:40 pm | Reply

hahaha they are on the ball

 anticultist said this on May 18, 2010 at 9:47 pm | Reply

16. [...] Dr Jacque Fresco PhD in human factors engineering ? [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:10 pm | Reply
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17. [...] Dr Jacque Fresco PhD in human factors engineering ? [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:11 pm | Reply

18. [...] a clip of a Larry King interview gets played where Jacque Fresco is referred to someone as having a PHD when this is [...]

 Zeitgeist: Moving Forward [Review] « The Zeitgeist Movement Examined said this on January 24, 2011 at 10:35 am | Reply
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Barbara Streisand effect – VTV fraudulantly flags videos
Where is waldo ? I mean Peter Joseph Merola

Roxanne Meadows says scientists can not understand their hidden technology – Anonymous video
Zeitgeist get the Earth 2.0 Treatment – Anonymous video

Will TZM’s next Jared Lee Loughner kill Fresco & Meadows ?

Anonymous claims Roxanne Meadows is a gamblers nightmare
TVP steals the TZM business model for their own website & solicits TZM members

Peter Merola on Roxanne Meadows, “youre a liar and full of shit !”
US TZM meeting Q&A with Roxanne & Merola concludes – TVP seperates from TZM

VTV drops TVP and makes powerplay to take over TZM
I am left to suggest one thing: Re-Structure The Zeitgeist Movement without TVP’s/Fresco’s establishment.

Venus project using their non profit company for a profit

The Venus Projects 990 EZ forms – expenses and income info [IRS audit info also]
TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it
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